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 SPECIAL SUBJECTS
 
A selected bibliography of 1614 biographies (mam list
1150, 5th suppl 464), -with analytical indexing of bio-
graphical material on about 1800 persons for whom no
separate biographies aie included A rewsed edition,
Tvith additional analysis, is included in the combined
ediuon of the Standard catalog for public horanes
described p 415
Sears, Minnie Earl, and Shaw, Marian
Essay and geneial hteiature index N Y ,
Wilson, 1934
Contains a large amount of analytical material for
biography and criticism of individuals and so often
serves as an index of biography For full des>cnption see
under General literature, p 27
Ungherim, Aglauro. Manuel de bibliog-
raphic, biographic et d'iconographie des
femmes celebres Turin, Roux, Pans,
Nilsson, 1892-1905 3v % e, mam work 896
col , 1st suppl 634 col , 2d suppl 758 col
24cm	016 92
Indexes books, parts of books, periodical articles, por-
traits, gives dates of birth and death
CONTEMPOBAET
Europa volume 2 European who's
who Lond, Europa publications [1931-
34] 869p 26cm
A comprehensive work of the "who's who" type,
covering continental Europe and the British Isles, with
biographies varying in length but in general shorter than
those m the standard national "who's whos " Ubtful
primarily for countries for which no national hbt exists
and for occasional names not given m the national lists
NATIONAL
ENGLISH SPEAKING PEOPLES
AMERICAN
Appleton's cyclopaedia of American biog-
raphy, ed   by J   G   Wilson and John
Fiske  N Y, Appleton, 1887-1900  7v  il
ports 28cm op	92007
vl-6, A-Z, suppl A-Z, analytical index, v7, &uppl
A-Z, Pen names, nicknim.es, sobriquets, List of deaths
m \ 1-6, Signers of the Declaration of Independence,
Presidents of the Continental congress, Presidents, vice-
presidents, unsuccessful candidates for those offices, cab-
inets, 1789-1897 „ analytical index to v 7
Includes names of native and adopted citizens of the
U S , including living persons, from the earliest settle-
ment Also eminent citizens of Canada, Mexico, and all
other countries of North and South America Alto
names of men of foreign birth who are closely identified
with American history
Contains fairly long articles, little bibliography, many
portraits, principally small cuts m the text, and many
facsimiles of autographs A peculiarity of arrangement
to be remembered is that under each family name ar-
 rangement is not alphabetical, but by seniority in the
family The analytical index is useful foi subjects and
for names not treated separately Practically superseded
by the Dictionary of American biography for names in-
cluded in that work but still useful for othei names and
for certain typeb of information not given there, e g ,
illustrations, facsimiles of autographs Not entirely ac-
curate, for an interesting account of some curious ficti-
tious biographies see Bainhait, J EE "Some fictitious
botanists " Journal of the N Y Botanical Garden 20 171-
81, Sopt 1919
An ed entitled "Cyclopedia of American biography,
new enl ed of Appleton's cyclopedia of American biog-
raphy " (N Y , Press assoc compilers, 1916, 6v $75)
is punted from the same plates as the original edition
with the omission of some of the older articles, the
inclusion of some new article* and the addition of a
supplementary list at the end of each volume Four
supplementary (non-plphabetical) volumes to this ed ,
numbered as v8-ll, are sold separately
Dictionary of American biography
Under the auspices of the American
council of leained societies, ed by Allen
Johnson and Dumas Malone NY,
Scubner, Lond , MilEord, 1928-35 v 1-15
26cm compl set, $250, £45	920073
v 1-15, A-Roberdean
Planned on the lines* of the English Dictionary of na-
tional bioqiajilu/ ind so includes only persons no longer
living Scope includes noteworthy persons of all periods
u ho lived in the territory that is now known as the
United States, excluding British officers serving in
Ymenca after the colonies declared their independence
Signed articles, bibliographies
As compared with the other principal dictionaries in
this field the "D A B " is narrower m scope than Apple-
ton, winch includes Canadian and Latin-American
names, and less inclusive than the National cyclopedia
tv Inch includes many more minor names, but has articles
of more distinction than either of those works and
much more bibliography In most cases the articles
are adequate but there are some inaccuracies, in both
articles and bibliographies, which should be corrected
m a final errata list
— Index to v 1-4 NY, Scnbner, 1930
113p
Contents of index   List of biographies, with wiiters'
names, list of contributors, with subjects, Birthplace^
Colleges,   Occupations,   Topics—"distinctive   contribu-
tions to American civilization" associated with persons
included m the dictionary
A preliminary index, to be superseded by a final index
when set is completed
Lamb's biographical dictionary  of the
United States, ed by J H Brown Bost,
Federal bk co , 1900-03 [cl897-1903] 7v
il, port 27cm	920 073
Published also as Twentieth century biographical dic-
tionary of notable Americans, ed by Rossiter Johnson
(Bost, Biog soc , 1904 lOv ) with some corrections

